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Antonio is born in Makarska and from an early age he had a special relationship with the sea. He has gathered a great amount

of experience sailing different vessels, doing everything from maintenance services to deckhand, then sailors to captain's

position. He is a connoisseur of all types of fishing and water sports, as well as for outdoor and gym recreations. Antonio is

very service oriented and ready to take care of his guests’ needs by providing perfect yachting experiences to his guests, as

being knowledgeable with Adriatic islands and coastal cities. He is fluent in English.

Captain ANTONIO GOJAK

Nationality Croatian Languages English
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Deckhand DOMINIK KRSTULOVIC

Nationality Croatian Languages English

Domink is very enthusiastic, reliable, responsible, water-friendly and young hardworking individual. He started his navigation as 
an officer on different boats, and since 2019 was working as a deckhand on vessels such as Ferretti, Sunseeker, Azimut. 
Dominik is a non-smoker and active person, and his hobbies are football, hiking, CrossFit, boxing, fishing. His goal is to ensure a 
pleasant journey for all guests onboard, always keeping their safety a priority. Dominik speaks English.

Nationality Croatia Languages English

Neven has 19 years of experience as a chef with a specialization in Mediterranean and intercontinental cuisine. High-ranked 

member of Chefs Club Croatia. Neven was working as a Chef in different Croatian restaurants and 5-star hotels. Besides 

restaurants on the shore, he has worked on yachts for the last 5 years and has fallen in love with this type of service. He is 

highly motivated and organized, always in a positive mood. Neven is fluent in English. 

Chef NEVEN ALJINOVIC
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Engineer ROBERT IVANCIC

Nationality Croatian Languages English

Robert from an early age has shown an interest in ships, and motors. For years he worked in tourism and services, in hotels. 
Having been recognized as an excellent engineer, Robert joined the yachting industry three years ago. Robert is a Chief 
Engineer in charge of all electrical and mechanical work. He enjoys being around people and working with his teammates, 
whilst ensuring all health and safety requirements are met. He is a great and valuable addition to every charter.
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Stewardess PETRA BULJAN 

Nationality Croatian Languages English

Petra was born in Split. Her three-year work experience as a stewardess has enabled her to become very professional, 
communicative, hard-working, organized individual. Petra gained many skills in teamwork and working under pressure. She is 
very friendly and always at the guest's disposal. Her hobby is hiking, fitness, photography. She is fluent in English.
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Stewardess ANDRIJANA MATIC

Nationality Croatian Languages English, Spanish

Andrijana commenced her career in the yachting industry two years ago. She is very competent in maintaining the order and 
cleanliness of the yacht's interior. She is very organized, enthusiastic individual with positive attitude, always adapting the style 
of service to the guests' expectations. Andrijana enjoys being on the sea and in her own time she loves to travel, read books, 
spend the time outdoors. Fluent in English and Spanish. 
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